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CHAPTER 25
Music Video and Relations Between Nations in the Digital Sphere

Marwan M. Kraidy

One of the most remarkable phenomena in the Arab media “revolution” of the last 25 years is the music video “clip.” Since the mid-1990s, Arab music videos have circulated trans-nationally on broadcast, online and increasingly, mobile platforms. Though the industry saw its heyday right before the financial recession of 2008, from which it has not fully recovered, music videos remain a lucrative staple for a 700-channel strong pan-Arab commercial television industry, including many music channels (Kraidy and Khalil, 2009). Music videos, alongside reality television, have been at the vanguard of integrating Arab television in the digital media landscape (Kraidy, 2010). Music videos have caused controversy (Al-Mahadin, 2008; Arbrants, 2005; Frishkopf, 2009; Kraidy, 2012). As captivating audiovisual blurs, they are interesting not only because of their provocative aesthetics, but because they spotlight controversial issues.

This chapter explores the cross-cultural politics and poetics of Arab music videos in the digital age by way of a detailed analysis of Wael Jargeau (WA), a music video by Iraqi singer Shadha Hassoun, which features a romantic relationship against the backdrop of Iraq under US occupation, and elicited a heated polemic that played out mostly in cyberspace. After reviewing the music video literature, the chapter focuses on notions of visibility, circulation, and contention as they emerge around this music video, opening two avenues of analysis: as a cultural production (text) music video brings to the fore from the human body as medium and sexuality as central trope; as a medium it highlights new patterns of dissemination and circulation introduced by hypermedia space, a field created by the incorporation of television, cyberspace, and mobile telephony (Kraidy, 2006). A combination of (1) a multiplicity of meanings and (2) high visibility makes music video a catalyst of debate in the digital era.

Key Insights from the Music Video Literature

Music video first became an object of preoccupation in the 1980s. For a time, a polemic unfolded between musicologists who bemoaned what they saw as the rising primacy of the image over music in the music video age, and film and media critics who were more interested in the visual semiotics and
sexual politics of music video (see Goodwin, 1995; Lewis, 1990). Three insights from that canon inform my focus on music videos as tools of visibility. The first insight concerns music video as a promotional form: "always ... wall-to-wall commercials for something" (Aufderheide, 1986, p. 62). Stylistically, both commercials and music videos pack a wealth of signs and symbols designed to attract attention in an environment of semiotic saturation. Structurally, commercials tend to be shorter than music videos, which can be up to five minutes each, but both genres feature similar editing and sound–image relations. Nonetheless, music videos carry a softer message than advertisements, delivering affective states like nostalgia, longing, etc., that animate a condition of affective instability, especially among youth, that "fuels the search to buy and belong" (Aufderheide, 1986, p. 62). Second, music videos articulate a variety of identities. Grossberg wrote that music videos are "billboards" of identity in ideological struggles that enable the "re-articulation of youth as a central struggle" (1988, p. 317). But in an image-saturated world where cultural consumption, rather than production, is the primary identity-making process, music videos also constitute a reservoir of images that people draw upon to consolidate or shift their identities.

A third and crucial insight is the notion that music videos bring with semiotic excess, opening them to multiple and antagonistic interpretations. This came out of interest in the breaking relationship between signified and signifier—which underpins postmodernism's iconic concept, the floating signifier. Some saw music videos as a particularly telling example of modern art (Aufderheide, 1986). Others noted that music videos feature a peculiar relationship between text and context (Straw, 1988): whereas in modernist cultural forms, the text is seen as closed while its context remains open in order to be represented in the text, in postmodern forms the text itself remains open while foregrounding the surrounding context, which becomes a source of signs to be re-signdified in the text. Music video's propinquity to elicit multiple meanings is central to the genre's saliency in the Arab public sphere.

Making Love and War: Iraq and "America" in the Wad' 'Argoub Music Video

Hundreds of music videos circulating in the pan-Arab media sphere reflect myriad sociocultural, sexual, political, and religious actors struggling for visibility. Bringing the ideologically complex Arab world into a comparative discussion of music videos enables an understanding of broader political dynamics: this chapter aims to explore the ways in which music videos attract viewers to join various popular mobilized by pressing social or political issues. With Arab societies in the throes of intense ideological clashes, rival camps strive to recruit publics to their causes. If, as Michael Warner wrote, the "differential deployment of style is essential" (2002, p. 78) to the making of publics, music videos are potent tools of mobilization: teeming with stylistic devices, some music videos cut through the larger chatter in a public sphere fragmented socially, politically (and technologically). In this context, W4 demonstrates the emergence of the female body as a magnet for attention, commentary, and critique, increasing circulation of discourse in the public sphere, a trend that would intensify during the Arab uprisings (Kraidy, 2016).

Women's bodies are hyper-visible in an Arab public sphere aware with sex-themed television, magazines, and literature. Liberals trumpet sexuality's importance to emancipation, conservatives brandish it as a cause of moral decline, and capitalists exploit it commercially, but in recent contemporary Arab culture nowhere have women's bodies and desires been a source of polemics more than in music videos. Whereas the relative power of images and lyrics dominated early studies of music videos, Arab music videos underscore the primacy of the body: echoing journalists and cartoonists who pejoratively dismiss "video artists" who sing with their "legs and chest," Al-Madahin wrote that "the emphasis on the female body is evident in the often incongruent dissected close-ups of various body parts" (2008, p. 149). Though the claim that Arab music videos tout-court objectify women is sweeping, the argument that some music videos do is uncontroversial. What is problematic is the frequent assertion that music videos are fantasies "completely divorced from the political exigencies of the Arab world, unifying audiences within the confines of mindless escapism and apathy" (2008, p. 149). In contrast, this chapter shows that music videos may enable different kinds of political engagement.

"America" is a recurring trope in Arab music videos, some criticizing its policies, others celebrating its way of life. Bits of Americana—military dog tags, Route 66 signs, etc.— pepper Arab videos. Many videos reflect tensions in a particularly fraught context of US involvement in several Middle East wars. Shadia Hassoun grew up in Morocco (Iraqi father, Moroccan mother) and had never visited Iraq when she represented it in the fourth season of the pan-Arab reality program Star Academy. On the show, Hassoun eagerly took the mantle of Iraqiness in emotional renditions of classic songs about Iraq. Hassoun won Star Academy, receiving 7 million votes, and Sunnis and Shia's claimed her as one of them (Kraidy, 2010). A headline summarized the political connotations: "Shadia Hassoun Unites Iraqis: She succeeded where politicians failed." ("Shadia Hassoun unified" 2007, April 1). Hassoun's rushing on stage, falling on her knees in tears, arms extended, holding a body-sized Iraqi flag, became an iconic image that consecrated her as a symbol of Iraq. But after her victory, insurgents posted online diatribes against Star Academy for showcasing a corrupt model for Iraqi women ("First young," 2007). The Voice of Iraq Web site said that Hassoun "lacks the most basic criteria of honorable Iraqi women" and al-Najaf News reported that several citizens demanded that Hassoun and her father be stripped of their Iraqi citizenship for taking part in a dubious program that "aims to destroy Islamic morals and spread indecency" (Kasim, 2007). Nonetheless, Hassoun awakened national consciousness at a time of heightened sectarian identification. When the Iraqi soccer team defeated the odds to win the Asia Cup in July 2007, Hassoun sang a song that became a sort of second national anthem. Shortly thereafter, on the state-owned channel al-Iraqiya, Hassoun starred in public service announcements promoting peace and national unity in Iraq. As Hassoun's symbolic resonance with Iraq peaked, she moved to Beirut where she met the director Yehya Saade. The W4 video epitomizes the features—sensory exuberance, erotic tension, symbolic richness, affective potency, social or political resonance, openness to interpretation, and heavy circulation—that make music videos consequential in Arab public life. Invoking 'Argoub, a legendary character infamous for his unfulfilled promises, Hassoun bemoans both her love affair with a US soldier and the US invasion of her war-torn country. Double-entendre lyrics about love and betrayal combine with images of the singer crossing wind and sand-dusted streets, dressed in a US military fatigue jacket over a dress and a yellow scarf around her neck, walking toward the camera, while numerous people, holding children or belongings, walk away in the opposite direction, one collapsing with her shoulder as he walks away. She is clearly walking against the current. As Shadia retains momentum from the shoulder-to-shoulder collision, she crosses paths with the US soldier. In the next shot, she closes zipped white gate and starts dancing, Bollywood style. Though she is throughout the scene portrayed as in charge of locking the gate, we get a glimpse of her wrist entangled in a chain, as if she is also a prisoner.

The video then shows what we find out to be the back of a US military truck, where Shadhia, her face seductively made up, knees on a bed wearing what seems to be a night gown, shaving close, repeatedly adjusting a large shawl on her shoulders. The purative US soldier faces her, sitting underneath a large television hanging on one side of the truck, as the singer adorns her lover for his empty promises. In this poignant postcolonial confrontation with her lover in the back of a US military truck, images of military hardware, explosions, and torn bodies persist on the screen in the truck bed, no matter how many times the US soldiers uses the remote control to try and change the channel. Finally, as the soldier walks away, the video concludes in black and white, the camera zooming out onto a street strewn with shoes. As the song and the video end, we see a haunting close-up of a fright-stricken baby face encircled with barbed wire.

The video set the Iraqi and Arab press ablaze: "Shadia Hassoun glorifies the occupation of Iraq." (al-Safar, 2010a) accused one journalist, "A political or romantic message?" (Elias, 2009) wondered
another; “WI is Shadh Hassoun’s weapon against the American occupation of Iraq” (“WI is” 2009), wrote a third, reflecting multiple and contrary readings of the video. In the ensuing polemic, fans and critics fought in mosque sermons, political speeches, op-ed pages, and social media, fueled by rival campaigns in the March 2010 Iraqi elections and the ongoing Iraq tragedy. Eight weeks after the video’s release, an Arabic Google search yielded more than 4000 hits, ranging from adulation on fans blogs to invective by Iraqi insurgents, showing that various publics—young and old, secular and religious—coalesced around a video that compelled into public discourse rival visions of Iraqi identity.

Many praised WI, including Saudi media: MBC.net called it “a weapon against the US occupation of Iraq” (“WI is” 2009, December 27). Readers of the online Saudi publication Elaph chimed in: “Make no mistake, the clip is magnificent, its objectives clear, its ideas thoughtful,” one said. “I think Shadhah Hassoun for her beautiful, humanistic, patriotic work.” Another described the video as “a cry on behalf of the powerless with the hope that someone [in power] will feel their pain” (Elias, 2009; see also Al-Shamray 2010, January 6 and January 26). Opponents also chimed in; one said: “very stupid video … shame on Iraq for having such a person representing its suffering and pain very low quality video clip” (Elias, 2009). The Web site of the Jihadi Iraqi satellite television channel al-Fayha’ raised doubts about Hassoun: “… this ugly image … pushed us to wonder about the deal that Shadhah Hassoun concluded, this girl who got to the art scene through the voices of 7 million Iraqis, to turn around and insult them” (quoted in al-Skaif, 2010b). Others discerned in the WI video a pernicious message, in which the video:

… raises several questions, most prominently the relationship between the song and the country of Iraq? Why does the video depict the story of an Iraqi woman under occupation, who falls in love with a US soldier, and refuses to resume the relationship after he breaks up with her? Does this scenario, which is foreign to the topic of the song, have implications that go beyond the artistic scope? (al-Skaif, 2010b)

The author claimed that Hassoun capitulated to Saudi political interests, themselves complicit with the US occupation of Iraq. A song resulting from a political quid pro quo, the article concludes, cannot claim patriotism.

WI is stylistically rich. The video was shot in Lebanon, on the Dahr al-Baydar bridge, Lebanon’s biggest, that Israel destroyed in the aerial bombing of 2006, a politically symbolic setting emphasized in WI’s prerelease promotion. Another striking image comes at WI’s conclusion: an infant surrounded by barbed wires, symbolizing enclavism rampant in Baghdad at that time, tortured at Guantanamo and Abu Ghraib, while conjuring up Jesus Christ and his crown of thorns. Shoes and boots strewn on the street evoke Muntazher al-Zaydai, the Iraqi journalist who threw his shoes at George W. Bush, while also conjuring Nazi death camps.

The polemic that raged around WI reflects how polysemy (multiplicity of meanings) fuels public contention. A broad section of comments about the video reflect ambivalence. One Elaph reader accused the Lebanese press of pushing “to bring Shadhah to stardom in the fastest way possible and by any means … because she … serves a political agenda … the picture of the crying child at the end of the clip … not only is an attention-getting device … has a story we do not know … it really was uncalled for to exploit him in this way” (Elias, 2009). Other readers commented on the discordance between lyrics and images, another source of polysemy; a reader from Kuwait wrote:

Heating is different From Seeing … I heard the song on the radio and downloaded off of the net and have listened to it maybe 10000 times but I was shocked when I watched the video … after that I hated the song … the lyrics of the songs are critical of the occupation but [in the video] the Iraqi woman falls in love … and has suspicious dates with occupying soldiers. … (Elias, 2009)

Several journalists and commentators attributed the ambiguity of the video to the authoritative intention of its director, Yehya Saadé, whose ambiguous stylistic devices compel active, critical viewership. One wrote:

Nations that are rich but militarily weak, i.e. some third world countries (and woman symbolizes them, she is beautiful, seductive but at the same time she is weak) and becomes the aspiration of great powers and all their representatives on the ground, like in the scene when the woman pushes the soldier away, and she closes the heavy iron gate bolstered with heavy chains and barbed wire, liberating herself from the idea of occupation. (Elias, 2009)

One writer picked up on the geopolitical/intimate nexus to accuse the singer’s performance in WI of being “inappropriate to the nature of patriotic songs, because she wears a short dress with an uncovered...” (Elias, 2009).
chest on top of which is a US military occupation jacket on which is pinned a large rose ...” (Al-Dosouqi, 2011). After describing W4 in detail, this author found no patriotic content, emphasized Shadha’s “performance through her body of titillating gestures” as she sits on the bed “nearly naked,” thus defining patriotism as “martial” and “hard,” i.e., as masculine; the London-based Arabist newspaper al-Quads al-‘Arabi criticized Shadha for misrepresenting “Iraqi women and their dignity, pride and modesty,” and exploiting the suffering of Iraqis (misrepresentation of Iraqi women and exploitation of Iraqi suffering are recurring themes in public discourse about W4; see for example, Al-Saleh, 2010). The article argued that the US soldier broke up with Shadha first, therefore shifting agency away from the Iraqi woman and toward the American soldier.

Conclusion

In Michael Warner’s influential conceptualization, a public comes into existence, “by virtue of being addressed ...” (2002, p. 50). In this process, texts play an important role, and “publics are increasingly organized around visual and audio texts,” like the W4 video. Warner continues: “Without the idea of texts that can be picked up at different times and in different places by otherwise unrelated people, we would not imagine a public as an entity that embraces all the users of that text, whoever they might be” (p. 51). W4 mobilized a variety of people to grapple with its meanings, creating at least two publics, out of previous controversies about the occupation of Iraq, including for example, the Abu Ghraib scandal. As Warner notes, “[t]he distinction is not texts themselves that create publics, but the concatenation of texts through time” (p. 62).

The W4 controversy integrated legacy and digital media in one hypermedia space, with newspaper stories posted online eliciting lively comments and counter-comments by readers, and links by bloggers, all of which linked up to the video on YouTube and other video sites. Two items were most heavily circulated: first, the Elaph story and ensuing comments (Elias, 2009). That article, initially posted on Elaph’s Web site at 11:29 GMT on December 26, 2009, including a link to the music video on YouTube and a still photograph from the video, had within less than 24 hours attracted more than 100 comments. Second, the al-‘Akhbar article (al-Saf, 2010a) circulated heavily, setting the tone for the debate. It was cited, quoted, and “remediated” in many forms and sites, embodying a model of social communication more akin to Warner’s notion of circulation than with Habermasian views of the public sphere. Unlike rational deliberation, circulation of discourse encompasses onlookers as well as active interlocutors. Warner (2002), again, is instructive in that regard, when he writes:

> The interactional process postulated in public discourse, in other words, goes far beyond the scale of conversations or discussions, to encompass a multigenetic lifeworld organized not just by relational axis of utterance and response, but by potentially infinite axes of citation and characterization. (p. 63)

These two satellite commentaries, revolving around the video itself, underscore the importance of a model of the public sphere based on circulation. They reflect the ways that discourse circulates on the Internet, multiplied by hundreds of other articles, blog entries, video postings, YouTube links, fed by Shadha’s interviews on television talk shows, newspaper articles about the video and its star. This abundance and multi-directionality of public utterances, made possible by the digital media sphere, invite Arab media scholars to revisit prevailing assumptions about the pan-Arab public sphere.

The preceding analysis also has an important methodological implication, which deserves to be made explicit even if it is largely taken for granted in recent research into digital media. The abundance and architecture of commentary around W4 contradicts Michael Warner’s statement that the Internet was not an archive. Warner wrote that

> Web discourse has very little of the citational field that would allow us to speak of it as discourse unfolding through time ... [T]he reflexive apparatus of Web discourse consists mostly of hypertext links and search engines, and these are not punctual ... the extent to which developments in technology will be assimilable to the temporal framework of public discourse remains unclear. (p. 69)

The marking of video and textual utterances by date, time, and sometimes place as they invoke and evoke each other across media platforms, affirms Arab digital public discourse as an active citational field.

Finally, a performative-contentious approach has the advantage of taking into account stylistic and poietic dimensions of public discourse, which, because it addresses strangers, “puts a premium on accessibility” (Warner, 2002, p. 77), in other words, on making itself accessible to as many strangers as possible. It is here that the full import of music video in public discourse comes into full view. Music video’s polysemy clearly compels multiple publics, at least two, to form around it, as supporters and critics of W4 make clear. Its semiotic richness is clearly a matter of style, which is deployed to attract attention in the Arab public sphere saturated by media of multiple genres and through multiple platforms. If, as Warner wrote, “The differential deployment of style is essential to the way public discourse creates the consciousness of stranger-sociability” (77), then W4—its combination of Yehya Sa’ad’s creativity, Shadha Hassoun’s performance, and a participatory digital sphere—demonstrates the salience of music video in circululatory theories of the public sphere.
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Exploring YouTube’s Impact on International Trade and Tourism

A Case of Korean Pop Music on YouTube

Sehwan Oh, Hyunmi Baek and JoongHo Ahn

You Tube is a video-sharing Web site established in February 2005. The Web site enables individuals to watch and share user-generated videos. Furthermore, the Web site also serves as an online content distribution channel for creators and advertisers. Although individual users generate most of the content on YouTube, media corporations such as news agencies, TV channels, film studios, and other entertainment companies have realized YouTube’s potential in attracting customers and boosting the sales of their products and services.

Similar to other countries, South Korea’s entertainment industry has also realized YouTube’s potential. In particular, Korean pop (K-pop) record labels such as SM Entertainment, YG Entertainment, and JYP Entertainment have created dedicated channels on YouTube to promote their artists and music by uploading music videos on the Web site. YouTube users can watch music videos and share them with their families and friends. Thus, YouTube has emerged as the most effective and successful marketing tool for K-pop entertainment agencies.

Previously, K-pop was popular only in Asian countries. However, owing to the rapid spread of social media (like YouTube and Twitter), K-pop has gained global recognition and its fandom has spread beyond Asia to the United States and Europe (Oliver, 2012; Yoon, 2010). In December 2011, to meet the growing demand of worldwide consumers, YouTube added the K-pop genre to its music page alongside R&B, Rock, Pop, and Rap. This was the first time that a specific country’s music was introduced as a separate genre (Lee, 2011).

According to VidStatsX, the third-party YouTube analytics Web site, among the top 10 most viewed YouTube channels run by South Korea producers, 8 channels are related with K-pop as of 2016 (VidStatsX, 2016). Based on data acquired from YouTube, JoongAng Daily reported that as of 2012, K-pop music videos on YouTube had attracted 2.9 billion views from Asia, followed by 1.1 billion views from the United States and 0.7 billion views from Europe (Song, 2012). The worldwide success of K-pop has not only enabled Korea to improve its overall image as a country but also positively affected the Korean economy in terms of international trade and tourism. The Korea Customs Service reported